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ABSTRACT
This report describes the investigation of the temperature dependence of the linear dark
and amplifier glow components of the NICMOS temperature dependent *_tdd.fits
dark reference files in the post-NCS era, 2002-2008. We find a significant temperature
dependence of the amplifier glow signal with higher counts at higher temperature when
using the bias-derived detector temperature. The linear dark should also be dependent on
temperature, however, the expected change in dark current should to be smaller than the
scatter introduced from the read noise. This is consistent with what we find. We also
describe how the calnica reduction software uses the temperature dependent dark
components when calibrating NICMOS images.

Introduction
A proper removal of the dark signal from NICMOS images is important for securing the
data quality of reduced images, especially at low signal-to-noise levels. An unsuccessful
removal of the dark signal may leave significant residuals in calibrated images, affecting
photometry and source characteristics. Complicating the situation is that the NICMOS
dark signal consists of different components with different characteristics and noise
properties, and also depends on the readout mode used. In particular, the dark signal can
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be divided into three separate components, the true linear dark current, the amplifier
glow, and the shading. Furthermore, the different dark components should depend on
detector temperature. Measurements of the bias-derived detector temperature (Bergeron
2009, NICMOS ISR, in preparation) show that the temperature of the NICMOS detectors
change on both short and long time scales, and proper temperature characterization of the
dark components is therefore necessary for a proper removal of the dark signal.
In this report we describe the temperature characterization of the linear dark and
amplifier glow components of the dark signal and describe how this temperature
dependence is corrected by the data reduction software calnica. In a separate report
we will describe the temperature dependence of the shading component. New dark
reference files that include this temperature dependence are created for the era after the
installation of the NICMOS Cooling System (NCS; Cycle 11 and beyond), but we also
comment on the pre-NCS (Cycle 7/7N) reference files.

NICMOS Dark Current Reference Files
The NICMOS dark current consists of three main components, the linear dark, the
amplifier glow, and the shading profile.
• The linear dark is thermal dark current in the detector when no external signal is
present. This component grows linearly with integration time and is a source of
random noise.
• The amplifier glow consists of the radiation emitted from the four amplifiers
located in the corners of each detector. The amplifier glow is a real detected signal,
which is therefore also a source of noise in the images. The amplifier glow signal
increases linearly with the number of readouts during an exposure.
• The shading is a signal that appears as a gradient across each detector quadrant.
The shading is due to a gradually changing bias level of the pixels as they are
being read out. The amplitude of this noiseless shading signal is a function of the
time since a pixel was last read out (called the DELTATIME).
All three components of the dark signal should be dependent on the detector temperature
at the time of observation. Since the linear dark depends directly on exposure time, but
the amplifier glow and shading do not, it is not possible to apply a simple scaling of a
single dark reference image to match the exposure time of the science data and then
subtract the total dark signal. To alleviate this situation, a library of dark current reference
files for each camera, covering all existing MULTIACCUM sequences is maintained.
When a NICMOS image is retrieved from the archive, the DARKFILE keyword is
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populated with the appropriate reference file (extension *_drk.fits), which is
thereafter used by the On-The-Fly-Reprocessing (OTFR) to produce calibrated images
using the calnica software. However, these DARKFILE reference files do not include
any temperature dependence. Since the temperature dependence is expected to be
different for the different components of the darks, it is not possible to apply a simple
scaling to the DARKFILE reference files to correct for temperature effects. Therefore,
the NICMOS team has created a new set of temperature dependent dark reference files
that populate the TEMPFILE keyword in NICMOS images. These reference files have an
extension *_tdd.fits. The temperature dependent darks include separate file
extensions for the linear dark, the amplifier glow, and the shading signal for the twelve
different DELTATIMEs that are used. Separating the different components into unique
extensions allows calnica to apply independent temperature scaling for each of the
different dark components.
The temperature dependent TEMPFILE dark reference files were added to the pipeline
processing on April 9, 2002. However, the only temperature dependence that was
implemented at that stage was the temperature dependence of the shading profile for preNCS (Cycle 7/7N) data. The shading correction was the only component included, since
it has a strong dependence on temperature that is more severe than the other dark
components. The temperature dependence of the shading is further described in Monroe
& Bergeron, 1999, NICMOS ISR-99-010, while the creation of the temperature
dependent TEMPFILE reference files is described in Jedrzejewski, 2002, NICMOS ISR2002-005. While TEMPFILEs were also delivered for post-NCS data in 2002, no
temperature dependence was implemented at this stage (scaling coefficients were set so
that no effective temperature dependence was included). This was believed to be
appropriate, due to the anticipated temperature stability during the NCS era, as well as an
initial lack of a significant sample of reference files at the higher operational temperature.
Note that if both a static DARKFILE and a temperature dependent TEMPFILE is given
in the header of the raw data in the *_raw.fits file, then the TEMPFILE is used in the
dark subtraction step (DARKCORR) of the calnica software.

Temperature of Dark Images
During the warm-up of the detectors at the end of the pre-NCS era in late 1998/early
1999, the NICMOS dark current was monitored as a function of temperature, providing a
data set from which the temperature dependence could be derived (Monroe & Bergeron
1999). During this era, the temperature of the detectors was monitored using the
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mounting cup sensors. This temperature is given by the NDWTMP11 keyword in the
*_spt.fits files accompanying the *_raw.fits files.
Recently, a new algorithm for calculating the detector temperature has been developed
(Bergeron 2009, NICMOS ISR, in preparation) and put into the PyRAF task
CalTempFromBias (Pirzkal et al. 2009, NICMOS ISR, in preparation). This task uses
the temperature dependence of the NICMOS bias levels to derive the detector
temperature for NICMOS MULTIACCUM exposures. This method is thought to result in
more accurate detector temperatures compared to the temperatures given by the mounting
cup sensors. A separate NICMOS ISR describing this method will be written (check the
NICMOS webpage for ISR updates, http://www.stsci.edu/hst/nicmos/documents/isrs).
The CalTempFromBias task is automatically run on all files retrieved from the HST
archive after September 2, 2008. The task is also available in the NICMOS package of
STSDAS and can be run on any MULTIACCUM observation from both the pre-NCS and
post-NCS eras (note that PyRAF is required for this task). The temperature derived from
the task is written to the TFBTEMP keyword in the primary image header.
To compare the temperature given by the mounting cup sensors with the bias-derived
temperature, we plot in Figure 1 both these temperatures in the pre-NCS era (1997-1998)
and the post-NCS era (2002 and onwards) for a number of dark exposures taken with
NIC1. For the pre-NCS era, there is a scatter between the two temperatures, but there is
an overall trend of an increasing temperature with time.
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Figure 1. The bias-derived temperature (TFBTEMP) and the mounting cup temperature
(NDWTMP) variation with time for the pre-NCS era (top panel) and the post-NCS era
(bottom panel).

For the post-NCS era, the situation is different. Here the NCS has kept the detector
temperature as measured by the mounting cup temperature very stable (+/- 0.15K).
However, it is believed that the true temperature of the detectors is better measured by the
bias-derived temperature, and this has shown a significant deviation from the mounting
cup sensor temperature in the post-NCS era. Therefore, when investigating the
temperature dependence of the linear dark and amplifier glow for this era, we use the
bias-derived temperature.

Creating temperature dependent darks
The aim of this investigation is to characterize the temperature dependence of the linear
dark and amplifier glow signal and to incorporate this temperature dependence into a set
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of new *_tdd.fits dark reference files. Furthermore, a number of updates to the
calnica software have been made to facilitate this implementation (documented in a
separate NICMOS ISR). For both components we describe how the temperature
dependence is implemented in calnica and explain the new image header keywords
associated with the temperature dependence. We start with the amplifier glow since this
component has to be derived first (i.e., before the linear dark can be derived, the amplifier
glow must be determined and subtracted).

Amplifier Glow
The amplifier glow is a signal that is present in all NICMOS images and readouts. To get
“clean” images of the amplifier glow, we use images obtained with the SCAMRR readout
mode with NSAMP=26 and the filter wheel in the DARK position. These observations
consist of a zeroth read followed by 25 additional reads using the shortest possible
exposure time which has a time between each exposure, DELTATIME, of 0.203s. Since
the DELTATIME is the same for all 25 readouts after the zeroth read, the shading profile
will also be the same for these readouts. Therefore, by subtracting two consecutive
readouts a shading-free image is obtained. Also, since the exposure time is so short
(0.2s), the contribution from the linear dark current will be negligible. The image
obtained from these subtractions of readouts therefore contains the cleanest possible
images of the amplifier glow. Since each image contains 25 reads with the same
DELTATIME, a total of 24 amplifier glow images can be constructed from each
observation.
Data
We use data taken during the dark monitoring programs 2002-2008 (programs 9321,
9636, 9993, and 10380) together with data taken during the extended darks program
(11330), which started early 2008. The total number of SCAMRR exposures is 207 in
each of the three NICMOS cameras. Since each exposure contains 24 amplifier glow
images, there are a total of about 5,000 individual profiles to combine.
Creating master amplifier glow images
We create master amplifier glow images for the three cameras by combining all 207
available individual images. In Figure 2 we show the final amplifier glow image for NIC
3. The elevated signals in the corners due to the thermal emission from the amplifiers are
clearly visible. The strength of the signal is typically ~1.7 DN in the center of the image,
increasing to ~20 DN in the corners. Despite these low counts, we are able to create high
S/N master amp glow images due to the large number of available exposures. In the
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center of the image, the S/N is typically ~100, increasing to ~600 in the corners.
Individual hot (cold) pixels show up as bright (faint) dots on the image.

Figure 2. Master amplifier glow image for NIC 3 made from combining all 207 individual
images. The elevated signal in the corners from the heat of the amplifiers is clearly visible.

Investigating the temperature dependence of the amplifier glow
With each NICMOS pixel being essentially a diode with characteristics depending on
temperature, we expect the DQE to depend on temperature. To investigate if there is a
detectable temperature dependence of the amplifier glow profile, we create 207 different
amplifier glow images per camera by taking the mean of the 24 individual readouts in
each exposure. We thereafter measure the amplifier glow signal in the corners of each
image (30x30 pixels). We use the signal in the corners since here the counts are highest,
and therefore the statistical errors relatively smallest. In Figure 3 we plot the normalized
response of the 207 amplifier glow images for NIC1 versus the temperature measured in
each image. The detected signal shows temperature dependence with higher signal at
higher temperatures. Shown is also a straight line fit to the data and as a filled circle the
signal of the master amplifier glow image. Error-bars of the latter represent the 1-sigma
scatter around the best-fit straight line.
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Figure 3: Counts vs. temp-from-bias for amplifier glow images (small symbols) together with
the mean of the full sample (filled circle). The error bars represent the 1-sigma scatter
around the best-fitting straight line.

The maximum change of the amplifier glow signal is ~2% over the relevant temperature
range. With a signal of ~20 DN in the corners and a maximum of 25 readouts for a
NICMOS image, the maximum temperature dependent change is approximately 10 DN.
This corresponds to ~60 e- which could in images with faint objects be significant and
introduce systematic effects. As a comparison, the read noise in NIC3 is ~29 e- for a
single readout, which is reduced to a ~6 e- uncertainty for the example with 25 readouts.
The temperature dependent change in the amplifier glow signal in the image corners is
therefore 10 times the read noise in this example.
Correcting for temperature dependent amplifier glow
Having concluded that the temperature dependence of the amplifier glow may affect the
quality of NICMOS images, we proceed to quantify the necessary corrections and the
recipe to use. We use the new high signal-to-noise master amplifier glow images to
subtract the amplifier glow. These images are included as the second extension (EXT=2)
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of the temperature dependent *_tdd.fits dark TEMPFILE reference files used by the
calnica calibration software. However, before the subtraction of the amplifier glow,
calnica scales this component according to the temperature at the time of the
observation. The scaling relation is calculated from the best-fitting straight line in the
normalized counts versus temperature relation for the three cameras, i.e., we determine
the two coefficients C0_AMP and C1_AMP in the relation
AMPSCALE=C1_AMP*(TFBTEMP-REFTEMP)+C0_AMP
where TFBTEMP is the bias-derived temperature, REFTEMP is a reference temperature
and AMPSCALE is the resulting scaling to be applied. REFTEMP is the temperature
giving a unity scaling, and is equivalent to the temperature of the master amplifier glow
image. In Table 1 we give the coefficients for the three cameras.

NIC1
NIC2
NIC3

C0_AMP
1.0
1.0
1.0

C1_AMP
6.586e-3
6.991e-3
6.079e-3

REFTEMP
76.248
76.136
76.653

Table 1: Coefficients for calculating the temperature dependence of the amplifier glow.

The way calnica does the correction when performing dark subtraction from science
data is to first look for the temperature in the TFBTEMP keyword in the primary header
of the *_raw.fits file. If this is present, then calnica calculates the scaling factor
and writes it to the AMPSCALE keyword in the calibrated (*_cal.fits) science
image. The master amplifier glow image is then scaled by AMPSCALE before the signal
is subtracted. If the TFBTEMP keyword is missing, then AMPSCALE is set to unity.
Also, if TFBTEMP is outside an expected “normal” temperature range given by the
TFBLOW and TFBHIGH keywords in the amplifier flow extension (EXT=1) of the
*_tdd.fits files, then the scaling is set to unity. Furthermore, AMPSCALE is set to
unity by default in the *_raw.fits files (no dark subtraction is performed on raw
images).
Comparing with pre-NCS counts
We have shown above that the amplifier glow signal correlates with the bias-derived
temperature for the post-NCS data. To further investigate this relation, we plot in Figure
4 the normalized counts for both the pre-NCS and the post-NCS data, where the former
consists of the points at T<62K. Shown with the thick straight line is a fit to the postNCS data (T>74K) only. Thin lines represent 1-sigma uncertainties of the fit. Shown with
dashed lines are a fit to all data, including pre-NCS. The difference between the two fits
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is less than 1.2σ at the location of the pre-NCS data points. This suggests that the preNCS counts are consistent with the relation derived using the post-NCS data only.
Therefore, the relation between detected counts and bias-derived detector temperature
seems robust. If we make a similar fit to the post-NCS data using the mounting cup
temperature instead, we find a relation with an opposite sign of the slope (suggesting
higher counts at lower temperatures). This is not consistent with the data that show lower
counts at the lower mounting cup temperature for the pre-NCS data. We find that the
slope derived from the post-NCS data using the mounting cup temperature is more than
3σ deviant from the pre-NCS data.

Figure 4. Normalized counts vs. bias-derived temperature for NIC3 amplifier glow images.
Points at T<62K are from the pre-NCS era while the remaining points are from post-NCS.
The thick black line shows a fit to the post-NCS data only (with thin lines indicating 1σ
uncertainties. Dashed lines show a fit to all data, including the pre-NCS.
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Linear Dark
The NICMOS linear dark signal is of the order 0.1-0.2 e-/s, which is a relatively low
signal. For the amplifier glow, we concluded that a change of ~2% of the signal due to
temperature effects could introduce systematic effects due to the dark subtraction. A
similar change in the linear dark current would only amount to a change in the dark signal
by 2-4 e- for a 1000s long exposure. Since this is significantly lower than the readout
noise, it is not expected that such small change will be detectable and therefore
significant enough to correct. Nevertheless, we have examined the linear dark current as a
function of temperature to quantify the behavior.
Data
To derive the linear dark signal we use data taken during the NICMOS dark monitoring
program 2002-2008 (9321, 9636, 9993, 10380, 10723, 11057, and 11318) together with
data taken during the extended darks program (11330), which started early 2008. To
extract the true linear dark signal we use images obtained the SPARS64 sequence and
with NSAMP=24 (some images taken with NSAMP=20 or 26 are also included). The
total numbers of available exposures are 797 in NIC1 and 798 in NIC2 and NIC3. The
NSAMP=24 images consist of three initial rapid readouts and a 63.4s readout followed
by 20 readouts each with exposure time 64.0s. Since the DELTATIME for these 20
readouts are the same, we can again subtract subsequent reads to obtain shading-free
images. In this case, 19 images per sampling sequence can be constructed. We thereafter
use the newly created amplifier glow images to subtract the amplifier glow after applying
the temperature dependent scaling as described above. Finally, we median together the 19
images pixel-by-pixel after rejecting deviating readouts (e.g., readouts with high counts
suggesting that a pixel was hit by a cosmic ray).
Temperature dependence of linear dark current
In Figure 5 we show the dark current as a function of temperature for the three cameras.
In the plot, we have binned the dark images in temperature intervals ΔT=0.1K. As
expected from the discussion above, neither of these fits shows a deviation from a zero
slope, in fact, all slopes are slightly negative, but the deviation from a zero slope is not
significant. We therefore conclude that any temperature dependent change in the linear
dark signal is smaller than the scatter and we therefore do not attempt to make any
correction for temperature dependence of the dark current.
While we do not include any temperature dependence of the linear dark current, the dark
calibration step of calnica (i.e., the DARKCORR step) is now setup to allow such
dependence, should future investigations show a need to apply such corrections.
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Analogous to the situation with the amplifier glow, a master linear dark image is
produced by taking the median of all available dark images for each camera. This master
linear dark is thereafter scaled before being subtracted from the science image in the
DARKCORR step. The logarithm of the scaling factor, LINSCALE, is given by
log(LINSCALE)=C1_LIN/TFBTEMP + C0_LIN
where TFBTEMP is the bias-derived temperature. We use this parametric form for
LINSCALE since at least in theory, the dark current should be proportional to the voltage
over the pixel (diode) for which V ~ e-1/T. The coefficients C0_LIN and C1_LIN are
located in the header of the linear dark extension (EXT=1) of the *_tdd.fits dark
reference file. These coefficients are presently set to C0_LIN=0 and C1_LIN=0, therefore
the scaling factor is always unity, i.e., LINSCALE=1 and no temperature dependence is
corrected for. The LINSCALE keyword is found in the primary header of the calibrated
*_cal.fits images.

Figure 5: Dark current vs. bias-derived temperature for the three NICMOS cameras. Data
is binned in temperature intervals ΔT=0.1K. Errors bars correspond to the rms scatter of
the un-binned data.
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Pre-NCS components
While early investigations of the temperature dependence of the linear dark and amplifier
glow components did not result in the creation of any temperature dependent relations
(Monroe & Bergeron, 1999), calnica is now prepared to implement a temperature
relation also for these data if future investigations find it necessary. However, a
temperature dependence is implemented for the shading component for both the pre-NCS
and post-NCS data, as described in an upcoming NICMOS ISR (see NICMOS webpage).

Summary
We have used data from the NICMOS calibration programs 2002-2008 to investigate the
temperature dependence of the linear dark and amplifier glow components of the
*_tdd.fits dark reference files. We find that the amplifier glow signal changes by
~2% over this period, which should be related to the change of ~2K in the bias-derived
detector temperature. For the linear dark, no temperature correlation is detected. This is
expected since the scatter in the linear dark signal is expected to be larger than the
detectable temperature dependence.
The calnica software now makes a temperature dependent scaling of these
components before the dark signal is subtracted in the DARKCORR calibration step. To
date, only the amplifier glow component has a temperature dependence implemented,
while a unity scaling is applied to the linear dark component. The temperature
dependence of the shading component will be described in a separate NICMOS ISR.
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